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L bOvman

The anlysis of queueing system with mixed types of inteWtions is

Iprtant in many computer stems modeling applications such as system

operating in diferent modes systems subject to breakdowns and repeirs and

priority queu ing systems.

The X/G/I queue with a single type of Poisson Interruptions was dealt with

exteively by caver [4) for a varlety or sorvle-lnrrmption interactions. The

analysis was based an the definition of the completion time. He derived the

Laplace Steitu transfrm(LST) of the completion time and used the method of

Imbedded Markor chain and the rernewal theory to obtain the generating funo-

tien of the distribution of the number at customers in the system. In this paper

we extend the results of GaCer to allow the simultaneous presence of different

types of Interruptions The enalysis is also based on the completion time. Gen-

oral larkvlan reward models for the analysis of the completion time has been

studied recently [10.11] for various types of servioe4fterruption Interaction.

Yet due to the assumption of eponential boling time the model presented

hae Is ot included as a speolal ow.

We iAtroduse the denlition of the efective sevife time associated with a

ustame s service. Tis is ml ng d Museful fore te demetation of an

sertUer probabUek rgment to the derivtueen of the &it mnd the secand

menas or the uomletio time. The stea.ate aweree ,m,,w of outo-

mere lsa the system is obtained and t relalhm to Us Pe -- _ - -t- l-e fur-

io Reld.
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steady-eate average number of customers In the system is obtained in section

4. In section 5, appticaton to the modeling of chckponing and recovery in a

taranmtional database system Is considered.

L Bad@ Deftitkow

Consider the l/G/l queue subject to different sources of Poisson interrup-

tiom of different types. Cutomers receive service according to the IM discip-

line. It in necessary to distinguish differeat types of interruptions. Independent

Interr uptlone may arrive when the system is Ie or w the system is servicing

a customer. Active Interruptions may arrive only when the system Is servicing a

customer. No Interruptions may arrive when the system Is servicing an Interr-

uption.

Tbe fbilowing is a clasoslcatlon of the different types of serwvce-InterruptIon

iteractions considered in this paper (see Agure 1).

I) Preemptve Interruption (pmw):

Cusowrs service is preempted immedlately on arrival of an interruption.

Afe sevcigU interuinqu tbwe we two possbiltie: numetr.

a) imm .lUN-r0U. (pre): th os service Is roomed fo the

PO a! t wbmm ' I s preempted.

b) inoM i,) *Mt the ,oe wm. S 0 le o l'oes h tim fit

the dhthleum is repeiu&

L' ~. . .
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tad=~a OM U p.

Define also the subsets: prt, pdr, prt. prs. pmw and pep such that

prd ff W U d.

Prt a art U Ort.

pM = qw, U OM.

pep Sapep U*

The total set of interruption soures. T. that may be present in the system

is given by

' apw Upop "wt U nd.

In subsequent discussion the index t(t eT) indicates the source of interruption

(note that there may be more than one source of the sarne type).

The following notations describe the system

A Is the customer's arrival rate.

S is the customers service time; a random variable with a probability distri-

bution fuction G(2).P(SAz) and 12 tR).

In lthe arrival rate of Interruption@ from source t.

I, Is the time duration of souroe t Intemytiow a rendom variable with probe-

bMty ditribution function 4 (-)-P(J,,) end r2? ,;(e).

We en, the elseve s ervice Ume. S.. to be the rndom instrvel of t ine

AP" t h sytem g .In seWea a oustmne, In~mq the, , repet s &e to

pt kaeUotbim during the ewsemes seriw ee a .usbfm the time duration

of Itrudi.1a
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fr. if no prt *~eqtoare prWlS

6 L~ S(.d) 1d + tS ) + S.

itpet intslWmene we presen

NqbO I the total rmndom number of prd interruptions (possibly from different

sources) that arrived during the custom er's service.

N,(d)&O. lasdNp. is the total random number of psi interruptions (possibly

from different sources) that arrived between the (d-l)-th and the d-tA prd

iruptions (d-IO corresponds to the beginning of the customer's service).

S(t.d). IitsN(d). ldagN, is the random intervl of time between the

(t-l)-& and the t-CA pt interruptions that arrived between the (d-1)-th and

the i-tA psi t erruptioe (t-1-0 corresponds to the beginning of service after

the (d-1)-h p nWrruption).

S(d). hN.is the randm interval of tUn. between the d -CAh prd Interrup-

tion and the preceding pt interruption. Note that S(d) and S(t.i), itN,(d).

wre dependent random variables.

NIMO is the total random number of pt Wtwrupt that arrived between the

I" psi inr Uop n and service omeUI.

3' Is the random Interval o the betmen U last put InterrupUtn and service

ccmpletohL it is the customeso sevice time which In restarted following the

I"trd sntrrupo.

S'(tiU'. 1dN'. is the random terv, of time between the (t-1)-.t and the

t-4A put interruptions that arived after the last pr Interruption. Note that S'

end Sft ~1'. we depuende rakm vWal.

it eI IinI te "IIem dot t " of tuptions we

bars -M A6 bu WmW m@te * aM~ to No 68MnWs earehe
uii U. Rat ().(* ) be lii prsbaI .W b u of b

-b.



effective service time and denote by 5'. (S) its LST.

The completion time, C (as deftned by Gaver), is the random interval of

time between the instant at which the customer's service begins and the Instant

at which the service of the next customer may begin (does begin provided that a

customer is present). It follows that

CzS, + t 1I,(k) (2.2)

N, is the random number of source t interruptions that arrived during the

customer's service, and Is(k) is the random time duration of the k-th interrup-

tion of source t. S is asg iven by equation (2.1). Let C,(x)=P(Cz) be the pro-

bability distribution function of the completion time end denote by e*(s) its

LST. It is important to notice that the completion times of successive custo-

mers are independent and identically distributed random variables.

The following notations are presented for the completion time and will be

used for al random variables under consideration.

The t-h moment £(Cl) is given by the following relation

"CCl) a(-1)t [ I".Lj-o' u-1.2.... (2.3)

The expected residual time, R(C). is given by the following relation

21(C)

In the following section we consider the analysis of the completion time.

L.



The CMO*Uton 1ftme

This section is devoted to the analysis of the completion time associated

with a customers service. Clearly the analysis is independent of queueing

aspects. We will derive the probability distribution of the completion time and

give an alternative probabilistic arguments to obtain its first and second

moments.

Consider a single server subject to different types of Poisson interruptions.

Interruptions may arrive only during the customer's service. The interruptions

from source te@ have durations that are independent and identically distri-

buted.

It is important to remark that the pep and the prz types of interruption

have exactly the same effect on the completion time (but not the same queuelng

effect). Therefore we can group these two types of interruption into one type.

say pro. in the analysis of the completion time. Without loss of generality we will

consider the simultaneous presence of a single source from each type of interr-

uption; namety. pr.prt and prd. The results are similar in the case where one

or more @ce from each type are presenL Thus in the analysis of this setion

e will consider the mixture of the following three sources of interruption:

i)pro source. with interruption rate %o and duration I@ with 1ST given by r.(s).

U) pet source. with interruption rate vt and duration I, with 1ST given by r1(s).

iii) prd source, with interruption rate ve and duration d with 1ST given by

r(,).
The efeetive servie time and the ompletion time associated with a

cmutinws servW were defined in setion L The oerespant LST are

ie&m4 mes



ax ?.uSm dG(s). ino pd WeM auwe puwaL

where

rf(&U~z) a (2 _G% ZZ) (3.2)
Similarly.

eWf X ddtuz G(z). if noprd Iterrupho.nw mpewt (.3

where

Cl.I~ms) as( £(esqaz) .(3.4)

We are particularly interested In the first and the econd moments of the

above random variables. The expected residual time Is Siven by the following

relations

SR(S*Lguz) dG(z), if no prd *%tvrwin me preset
R(S.)u F(3.')(3)

where

R(S:Sus a (3.6)

Smusety.

[fR(CIS..) dG(a). if 9e prd *dtam~tlsn we provau(3.7
NOC * r (3.7

A(3"C

Urd
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The following remark will be used in subsequent analysis. Let I be the hold-

ing time in the operating state (servicing the customer) between any two interr-

uptions. and denote by G,(z)=P(H!%z) its probability distribution function.

From the Poisson property of all interruptions It follows that

%(s) dzz a (39)

where v a v, + t + vj is the total interruption rate.

In the next section we proceed to derive the LST of the completion time.

t. me Laplace S~ktj.. fraueform (LSr)

Consider a customer that starts being serviced with initial service time

S o = z (note that the customer's service Lime changes after any prd Interrup-

tion). Upon the arrival of prs interruption the customer's service Is preempted

for the duration of the interruption. The same customer's service is resumed

after the interruption. The initial customer' service may complete after a

number of prs interruptions and before the srival of any pwt Interruption. Oth-

ewwlse it is preempted and repeated after the pet Interrptlon. After a pwt interr-

uption the same initil customer's service is restarteL After a pr Interruption

a different customer's service (0z) is repeated. The new customers service may

be completed before any prt interruption, otherwise It is repeated. and so on.

ILet C,(z) be the total time spent in servicing the customer and the pT

interruptions until z units of service time we oompleted wid before the arrival

of any prt Interruption. Note that C,(s) has bwomplate distribution, UM

C,(s) 9. if any prt Interruption arrtve before oampleting a units of sMvi

time.

Let Ce(s) be the total time spent in servicing th auutemer end the pw Istmr
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utiona until the srival of ay pt interruption and before the completion of z

uits at serva tims. Mote that Ce(s) ha incomplete distribution. since

Ce(z) a -. If z units of service time arm comleted before the arrival of any pt

lhtehp*lU Furthbermoce It In clear that

P(C,(z) x -) + P(C,(*) a -) a 1.

since the two events an exhaustive and mutually exclusive.

Define the following LSTs

z -. (e-.0). (3.10)
and

The following two lemms determine the above 1JTs which are useful for

determining es) defntd in equation (3.3) a will be shown In theorem 3.1.

Lemma 3. Z : The ,S" e(,.z) as deined in equation (3.10) is Sivn by

where v and ve we the total and the Pro interruption rates, respectively.

Proof: Conditioning on H, the holdig time until the first Interruption. we have

. ) &(# -1-), if hce

,wh i wth respect to H. we get

Dee&O UNe dee traveftwIn
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After changing Le order of integration and rearranin IL follows that

Inverting with respect to u yields equation (3.12). Q.E.D.

Lefns.,: The LT,, 5 &( ) as defined In equation (3.11) ts gven by

i--we*0,,,-r.'.. (3.13)2 -+V ()

where w and ws are the total and the psi interruption rates. reUpecUvly.

Proof: Conditioning a H. the balding Ume uni l the first Interruption, we have

UnondlitionhlM with respect to H. we get

*,.(.s)= . (v -%). a-0 ,*9 + 4.(w ,w*' r.(.) ,(.-h) dk

Defne the doube transform

After ahangft the order ot Inegration mad rerrang it fows that

Invertin with reqpect to u Aseif equation (3.13). Q.0
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Now we can proceed to determine C(s). the LST of the completion time. in

the following main theorem.

Theorem I : The 12? o the completion time macelated with a customer's ser-

vice is given by

et.-a) M. (,14)
a +V .-%r(. " .(s)

wbere v and w, are the total and the per interruption rates. respectively.

Proof : let C(z) be the total time to completion of a customers service given

that Its initial service time S. u. The correspding 13/ is g by

eta2) mAd-vO

I P(C. (VI<,,) ) - .u--e

It follows that

etsx) a e(esa) C'JA -(.) de..) + x'~ ) 4'te)

S*Ubeiktig for de4(e ,) end L's'(e.) from lemmas 3. and 3. and reerreng.

we got

11mm~u~up w ii -. *S- (LIS
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Vearranging $ildu equation (3.14).Q.E.D.

The folw* corollar determines 1. (s). the UIT of th eecre service

time.

Qwlww I I : The 12? o the effective nies Ume associated with a

utommer'u service ia given by

8-+V.) (3.18)
I "w us[ - • "  '  S ..

where w4 and wv we the p't and the prd interruption rates, repecti ely.

Prof : Let S6(s) be the efetive service time masolated.wth a cumtemer' ser-

vice given that its Initial service time Son&. The act.rem --- 1271I denated
by t,(sz). From earlier denitiom, In section 2. It sbould be dea that the

e service tMe follow. frm the completin Um by setting the duration

at ani WAtrrptafs to e.0 Thum substtuting for r.(#)uIa0)uIrd.) i n

equation (3. 1) yields the following

.(S,.X) S (,'O .'

(..wa ), ",, + %i i t11 g -I,.',)..1w44a e.i.'t, , (3.17t)

whet we rmaie ue of wV -- +%.

Equati (3. 16) ftllow ftrom equation (It17) or by Similar mahettution In equation

ft b bmtersting to note that th e e a sete e em edm l em te

nit the pq amd pd hA5erubopm -m em tho diskmhm e te ei0A s
as-e m
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We Stve an geortstive darlvatlon a the first moment md the expeoted reei-

dud Umm. Thin deriation is beaed on probabilistic arguntent it Is pirsmnted a

an intihtie oambrnmtl of reoulta which are proved rigoroumy. The derhvd

eaxpreslon rekte the moments ot the oomplein time to the momenta of the

efetive mrvio Um .the retes end the momenta of the Thi is

edvmnteeim sine it Is aser to evehaste Whe nmoenLa of the efloctive service

First we intronduce ms qmmnltiee that will be used in the Melwing diem-

dtons. lat A be the empeoted freation of om~pael m im Mn by the syuten in

mually aerwising the mommoa. from the uesproperty of inerrophns it

00110" tbtt the eupeoted bacIi. at ompletion time spent by the "iatem In

OaNhs sre nerplm. Is gien by bI(I,1 . Front the nornolizing

uadus we et
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In the oving remark we present a probabilistic argument to the derive-

tion of theon ..

B w. (probabilistic argument)

From the Poisson property of interruptions. it Follows that the total

expected duration of type t interruptions during the customer's service is given

by w#E(Sv)A'(I,). ter. This property holds inspite of the dependency of the

effective service time on the stream of pwt interruptions.

Consider the completion time given that the initial customer's service

Scux. The expected completion time is the addition of the expected eftve

service time end the expected time spent in elli nterruptions during the

customes service. Hence. we have

A(ctress) a L(S*ISGuz) (I + %9A(I0) +. wi() + Wds(Id)J (3.22)

Voconltislng ith respect to S. yields equation (120).

A random observer will dand the server actuully servicing the customer with

K , probabilty A. and will Ond an interruption of type t with probability A. t 627.

ftbermce if the expected reskdial time of Sv is R(S*) them its contribustion

to the expected residual time of C Is expWand by a factor A-' due to Interrup-

tions that arrive during the residual afebotive service time. Tberefors, the

Jr(&OwR aSA r aaS
A

+*A6 .C(41) +(Cfl

S"b ft g for the ested reddose time hrm the reltio b (MA) a" aft



equation (3.92). we Set

S(CIS,.) a ANSOX

+ we ~ +(. ARI)1S,~.)

+. lii 1()(SLSTs) (R(I.) + C )

(1(S.IgAR)r, 3.4
4. (ij) (Rut~) I(Sisem).+ A (.4

Unoonditioniag with respect to S@ and devldn by S(C) from equation (3.20)

yields equation (3,21).

Tb. bfoing two corollaries specialize to the cans where either pvc or pt

MrWtini are present but not both iuiutonously.

CbnsgWV .1I: If no pt~ interruptions are present then the first moment =Md the /o
expected residual time of C awe given by

9(C). A (.5

R(C) R(30) + A6 R(4)4 + (S +(s3.u))+ r(

l i ...... J-.A i... .) ..(C..

where

and

PAef: Felev dkeetl bmr tbeeemm U8 by IWft 1%80 mI we =Ab NOW,
NOW merhloW. )([.

OnWom 8:3 It W Ate duo wS pved d t Un d( t om ,M (i ft

yiol qu,,U...At)



expected reulduel time of C are given by

1(C) aMe (3.27)

R(C) aR(S) +4 AM(RIS) +.A (,R(i~) + E(C)l (3.26)

wbere

and

ROM ) 31(3.) - t-w (~v)

Pftef : 7@ows from theorem 3.2 by codltienift an Whe cutomer's service tbm

S(US0a. We get

i(CS~a. 1SA)

(Inm). OLD.

So forwe bwe beomeable to detm tn W o~f theeetI~ehervlelUm md

the conpIetien tim mmlalud *10 a eintommes ervee We Was obtelmei vwi

aW ruleim for te &et mmm We ied"i reiblni t.m

Ar dwd bi e theo -4 01e~ eM be mh wel e wrs of mire

-am pe wama Aso tymb Iw swimpb.si t 6 -()w

. . . .. .. . M I

t, ils A
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It remains to note that the completion times associated with succeslve

customers ae independent and identically distributed random variables. This is

an important remark for the analysis of the steady-state average number of cus-

tomers in the system which Is considered in the next section.

4L 1h dat at avqe inmber al eoemwn

In (4] Gaver derived the steady-state distribution o the number o ousto-

mers in the system in the owe where only a single type of Interruption sources

are present. Similar derivatlion bolds In the oe with mixd types of interrup-

tion sources. In this section we show that i we we only interested In the

steady-state average number of customers dm R can be derived by rather sm-

pie probabilistia arguments [7.8.141

Unlike the analysis of the completion time, it is Important to itinguish

active and independent In u Ve onsider the mixtur of all types of

lntoruptians. active and Independent, with ane or more soumes of each type.

We w that wen .d Interruptions are of the tpe U

steady-date average h of usteoms Is detrmined by the Pdeask-

It Is cafmenient at th point to Intreduce the eoamept at a Oubi euoem
i~ ~ ~~0 "aesw ~ttee real 600,0110 INS an*"e "a Is MMM to the GGeMMd-

Van UM that w -t" In WOO a bW Na
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Denote by P the expected fraction of time the system is idle (i.e. neither

customers nor interruptions are in the system). From the Poisson property of

interruptions. It follows that the expected fraction of time the system is servic-

ig independent interruptions from source t that start busy periods Is given by

FtuP % X(!,). teind. This is also the expected number of independent interr-

uptions from source t, that start busy periods, in service. P1 can be determined

from the normalizing relation

AE(C) + P + LPI = 1

t follows that

f (0 -%S(c)) (0 + ILW zU,)-'. (4L 1)

and

A % 5(1U) (1 - AS(c)) (1 + , (,))(

Frem equetlm (4.1) it is obviue that te system is stable ItAS(C) < 1.

The io6lagM theorem gives the general result.

7heorem t4 Th e steedystate averge mauber of oustomers in the M/G/I

q~we mimd typeset Wo nWUom s given by

N a A( 0 + SUID-1 '(1,) N(O)

+ (0 - %S(C))-, he A~C) R(C) + XSMc

Ih S(C) wd R(C) , ge by e queftm (3J) MA (3l). reWetv*.

AW: Lot V be e md m uepemme tim of a vbW smimar ed dwmAt byJ

Oe I gom a , nm, e umbe of smm, um m m - w r I
ito as theew bee ae dam ar e e Pdom n , h aePedue -

_-. ....,*,.... 4
+ -- = ++ m, "+++ ) + ) + j "+ +' '" )+++ .. . d .. + . ..++ .. .m ++: "1 P?

'
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number of virtual customers in service seen by an arrival is A E(C) and hence

the expected number at waiting virtual customers in (N' - A E(C)).

The mea response time V' of a virtual customer Ls ,made up of the fellow-

Jag tegm

IV, a F'~ +~ 4s +Fl +. V14

FIs the expected remneLnin se.rvice of independent interruptions. that start

busy periods. found in serviw

w~th^ fromn equation (42).

ire is the --pead remanig serv1w of vitua oustommr foud 110 seviue

IV's a AI(C) R(C)

with 1(C) and R(C) bvur eyualmu (230) and (&.21).

IPS Is the espeotd tim spent In servillug the wMlIn vitual customers found

Ves a(P - A (O) 1(C)
F 4 is the mPeOted Issmise UM of th 1rrVi VirUl eOutame

$Lo us O SL go SU) AW s

0' ,-.,M VS M Se

OMP" 0 '.014 8 Ol
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The steady-state average number of real customers N follows from Ittle's

fomuLa (NzAW). Q.E.D.

The following corollary specializes the result to the case where all interrup-

tions are of the active-preemptive type.

OW ij 4.1 : In the special case whre all interruptions are of the active-

preemptive type, the steady-state average number of customers is given by the

PoUaczek-Khintchine formula

N a A1(C) + (I - X X(C))-' Xs S(C) R(C) (4.4)

with S(C) and R(C)as determined by equations (3.2o) and (.21). respectively.

PAse : Follom drecty fhom theorem 41. tE. D.

This result could be anticipated since when ill interruptions are active-

preemptive. the system can be viewed as an M/G/I queue with the read

customers service time replaced by the virtual customer's servic time (or

equivalently, the completion time).

In Wde section we onsdr the epplicatius of the developed theoy to the

medela gof a ond reen, YIn a tw'anduan system.
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51. Introduction

Periodic . checkpolnt lng Is a common technique for maintaining the

integrity of information In database systems subject to failure& During a check-

point a copy of the system files is saved In a secondary storage device. When a

failure occurs, a recovery action is initiated. It starts with reloading a copy of

the system fles that were saved at the last checkpoint into primary memory.

This i follwed by reprocessing all thaw transactions that have been processed

since the last checkpoint. The recovery action brings the system to its correct

status as just before the failure. The system is unavailable for processing new

transactions during checkpointlng and recovery operations. Too frequent

checkpoints cost much time In making unnecessary copies. and too distant

checkpoints cost much time in reprocessing after failures. Therefore it is of

nmb interest to determine the obckpcUnting frequency that optimizes certain

performance measure such as the system availability (the fraction of time the

system is available for processing new transactions), or the mean response time

at a transaction.

Although many authors have studied models to determine the System avai-

lability, only a few of them considered the queueing aspects in order to compute

the mean respone time [1.2 ,3.512,131* In most of these models the mean

recovery period is assumed to be proportional to the mean available time

between cbeckpoints. Gelnbe and Deroobette [5] considered an // syste

wih two mces at independent Poisson interruptions namely. oheckpointng

and foirerecovery (inded. this is a special cas of Gaver's model). Nicola and

Kystra Ell) etended the model to Include sttd matparameters and

&WA .lin mom In [13 Uy smidered a mode In wehb ehdekpoints we

pednue dw s qs nlm-w of owm eted uaatlom (l pmmnt
own- - -eu m ss,.s msddqmi
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strategy). In [6] Gelenbe relaxed the exponential assumption and considered a

general distribution of available time between checkpoints. Bacceill (I] contin-

ued the work of Gelenbe and derived numerical algorithm for the computation of

the mean response time. Duda [3] further generalized the model to the GI/G/l

system. His analysis is based on a diffusion approsimation approach. and it

implies a preemptive-resume type of interruptions. In [2) Baccelli and ZnaU con-

sidered an M/C/1 system with two types of independent Poisson interruptions;

namely, preemptive-resume (for checkponting) and preemptive- repeat-

different (for recovery).

In this section we consider an M/G/I system. Checkpoints may occur when

the system is idle or when it is processing. It the system is processing then the

checkpoint operation is postponed until the end of the transaction being pro-

cessed. Therefore checkpoints are modelled as independent-postponable (iep)

Poisson interruptions. Checkpoint durations are independent and of identical

general distribution. Failures may occur only when the system is processing. A

recovery operation preempts the transaction being processed. When recovery is

completed the preempted transaction Is reprocessed. Therefore recoveries are

modelled as actlve-preemptlve-repeat-Identlel (qrt) Poisson interruptions.

We propose a more accurate recovery model than those considered in pre-

wimas queueing models. It is assumed that a random number of transactions

should be reproened in a recovery operaUon. The distribuUon of this number

is identical to that of the random number of processed transmtior between

failure occurrence and the last checkpoint. Mi ytoids independent recovey

duratin of identical dstbution. The mean and variance of Uts dhAtrbAim

am be extpressed as functions of the abokpointlng bequenoy. a wil be abown.

•



sa. Peitfma Measures

First we define the parameters and the random variables associated with

the model described in notion 5.1. Consider the l/C/I system In which tran-

sactions arrive at rate . They are processed according to the FCFS discipline.

The processing time of a transaction. S. Is a random variable of general distri-

bution: its 1ST is 5'(s). Checkpoints are "up Poisson interruptions. They are

perfomed at rate a. Checkpoint duration. B. is a random variable of general dis-

tribution. Failures are apri Poisson interruptions. They occur at rate 7.

Recovery duration. Q. is a random variable of general distribution.

We proceed to compute the first moment and the expected residual time of

the efective service time. So. and the completion time. C. as defined in section

. Ince there are no pd interruptions, we can use the results of corollary 3.3.

It foUows that

7
(jn--Q) - P'(--7}) _ ,d.f(--y)

(s.)u 7 ,7 (5.2)

Let A. Ap. A@. be the ezpected fraction of completion time spent by the sys-

tam In processing the transaction. in checkpoints and in recovrie, respec-

tively. Then from equations (3. 18) and (3.19) we have

A (I. (I) + 7 S(Q))-'. (&3) $
A = a() 4. (5.4)

andI

34uMOm (3.1) id (IM oft for AMC a"d 1(C tbse hie
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B(C). I(S.) (5.6)
A '

mnd

R(C) -(.) + As [,R(B) 4- + Aq [n(R) + (5.7)
A A '

Let P be the probability that the system is idle; it in determined from

equation (4.1). The system availability. A" is given by

A* h AI(S,) + P,

I - A (s,) I SO)• (I + GEM))(u

The mean response time of a trasaction. Vf. is determined from theorem

41 and Lttle'. formula

IV a ( A)) + EX (C) - aE(o) e(S,). (5.9)

(I~E(B) '(1-XE(C))

The first term is the contribution of checkpoints that start busy periods and the

last term in due to the postponement of checkpoint. The middle term

correspond to the PoelaUsk-Mlatchine formula (m equation (4.4)).

For the optimization of performance meresu we need to establish a model

for the dependence of the recovery duration. Q. an the ebeckpntinUg rate. & It

can be shown [61 for exponential available time interval between checkpoint

mad Poisson talure occurrenoe, that the aalable time Interval. F. between

falue occurrence end the alt oes n I eIs Iuatlaly distibuted with a

m 0-1. We assume that the OMOyIGUn process ortWM lMas (inthew aval-
ae tm) is Pesm with rate 4p Let NP be the tmdem mamber of eeW"d

A

traesetim betwI su e mmm m d Mie "l 00beul9a e sodee

wime - eiu be dAtaml mad wes

~~- 1
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OA* (5.10)

and

,,.(N ) _ w(,.) + ;-(fr)

aA* aA (.1

where var.) denotes the variance of a random variable.

Further, we assume that a random number corresponding to NHf and of

identical distribution is to be reprocessed in a recovey operation. This yields a

reovey duraton. Q. at mean and variance given by 15]

1(Q) - E(Nr) E(S)
- .. ,E(S) . (5.12)

vwr(Q) a Z(Nr) er(S) + vw(Nr) (9(S))"

The expected residual time R(Q) tollowu

R(4?) a R(S) + SL.i

Substituting for A - from equation (&B5) in equation (&.12). we can solve far 1r(Q)

and Ae.

The optiization ot performance measures with respect to the obackpont-

ing rate. e, cm be carried out analytically or nmarloaW after substituting for

9(9) aM f(Q) Mrou eqations (.) and (.14). In gmur, the mo iatlo of

the utem va lablity. A. ad the mlbailu of t eUmrea rspee time of a

m I, . Yed derem Taboo frde ept h e l aw eC13

4.~
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* S. ( me

We beve defined the effective sevice time and related It to the completi

time associated with a cuctomer'u service in a single server with mind types of

Palman interruptions. A derivation of the 12? of the completion Ume I

presented. As an intuitive alternative, we bve demoustrated a probabUlstic

argument to exlre the fr moment and the expected reldual time of the

completion time In terms of tbose of the effecive service time and the Interrup-

UonL ligorous proofs are straightforward. though very lengthy and uninterest-

in8 for presentation. The moments of the competon time are used to obtain

the steadystate averale number of customers In an U/G/l system with mind

types of interruptions. When all interruptions are active-preempUve. the aver-

age number of customers Is given by the PoilUzek-Xhintchine formula with the

u os servi time replaced by the completUn time.

The theory developed is relevant In many systems modeling applications.

One such application namely, the modeling of ehookpolnUng end recovery in a

transactional database satem Is considered. The theory enables us to model the

interaction between --- oprocessing and the two types of Interruptions

more realisUally than In previous wrk

Spe thanksgo to Profeor r. J. ystra d to Dr. L . ven Doon fr

lun eouna ente e e.wAner ts of this paper tht Included th basde reMAW

based on WtlAUtO proabi a rgumsaets. M empera tles with Prete

L .& Ived and freohm V. 0. hlm, hi Wppme IAan to um the.*
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